Software development for identifying Persian text similarity
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Abstract: The vast span of nouns, words and verbs in Persian language and the availability of information in all fields in the form of paper, book and internet arises the need of a system to compare texts and evaluate their similarities. In this paper a system has been presented for comparing the text and determining the degree of Persian (Farsi) text similarities. This system uses TF-IDF method to give weight to sentences. Moreover, the roots of the nouns have been found and identical score has been given to synonyms and word families. The results gained from implementation indicate that the proposed system has a desired efficiency in comparing short texts.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays the information is growing and persons have collision problems with unauthorized or unrelated use of information. One of the problems in this regard is the deficiency of effective methods for evaluating the degree of similarities of the texts. Text mining- the extraction of the words features and comparing them with each other is the basic technology to respond to this problem. One of its applications is the evaluation of text similarity which has gained lots of attention in various applications nowadays. For instance, comparing the similarity of one paper to other papers and determining whether it is repetitive or not is one of the most usages of assessing similarity of the text in conference and journal publications.

Text comparison is the process of studying the degree of similarities and differences of the texts with each other by a computer program. Evaluating the similarity between two pieces of short texts is a highly significant task in applied researches and programs like: text-mining, text extraction, information retrieval in web and search engines. In this case, evaluating the similarity or differences between two short texts or two sentences is a main step for the system’s better function [1]. For instance, in an interactive question and answer system, evaluating the similarity between two short texts like two questions, is a basic step in classifying questions as well as the suggested questions. In the case of documents retrieval in web, it has been proved that evaluating the similarity between two texts holds a great significance. For instance, when the page headings are used to display documents in the page using the same name for finding a special task [2]. In text mining, evaluating the similarity in short texts is a helpful method to discover the hidden knowledge from the database [3]. Studying the similarities of short texts is also applicable in wide range of programs like formulas search [4].

Generally, different methods exists for text mining and evaluating the text similarity including: Information retrieval, clustering, graphs theory, machine learning, latin semantic analysis (LSA), N-gram, part of speech tagging (POS), singular values decomposition (SVD), machine translation and TF-IDF [2, 5, and 13].

For this purpose, the manner the natural language processor functions can be applied to evaluate text similarity in which the system receives a full sentence (preferably ended with a punctuation mark) and then processes the word through stages [5]. For instance the following general steps can be considered:

First, the words which have been separated by a space are recognized using database and the functions for recognizing combined words and provide the required data for the processor. In this stage, the phonemic form of the words is also formed.

In this stage the surveyor recognizes the type of sentence...
and determines the structural features of the words and the phonemically form in adjective and noun modifiers.

Stemming is the process of weighting the words and sentences, computing the scores and creating the similarity matrix.

The results evaluated the text similarity matrix for the two related texts.

Using graph-based methods and TF-IDF, a software system has been created in this paper to compare the similarity of Persian texts. Accordingly, the structure of the paper is in this way: Section 2 has a review on primary topics of text similarity evaluation. Section 3 investigates what has been done in the field of comparing text similarity, Section 4 studies the suggested software of text similarity called as "Iranian Persian Text Similarity System". In section 5, the experimental result by performing the software is assessed.

2. The Primary Concepts of Evaluating Text Similarity

The semantic word similarity is used to introduce a degree of similarity between the words used in unique information of a big structure. In order to calculate the semantic similarity two measuring ways can be used: 1) Mutual point to point information [6] and 2) latent semantic analysis [7].

One of the simple ways to find the similarity between two parts of the text is to use lexical adaptation. That is, the similarity is determined based on the number of lexical units which exists in both parts of the text. Aas and Eikvil [8], made some changes in the stages of this simple method as: Stemming, omitting the stop words, marking a part of speech, the longest sequence adaptation as different weights and factors normalization [8]. The text-based semantic similarity which is widely used is in fact an estimation of some inquiries made as information retrieval or using latent semantic analysis which gains the text similarity by operating the relations of second rank words which have been automatically gained from the big collections. The procedure includes a method for formalizing the translation and interpretation which is normally used for aligning the sentences in case of sudden changes or an interpretation of a generation which uses distributive similarity in the route of dependency trees [9].

The evaluations related to semantic similarity has traditionally been defined between the words or concepts and textual parts consist of two or some words. One of the indices of word to word similarity is the accessibility of the resources which encode the relation between words and concepts. In addition to this derivation, measuring the text to text similarity begins with a word based on semantic similarity may have no step forward. Mainly, the most of what has been done in the field is the applied programs of the traditional model of vector space which sometimes develops to N-gram language model. Considering the two parts of input text, a score indicating similarity in the semantic level is automatically determined and as a result, simple lexical adaptation method is applied for this purpose. The fact is that a comprehensive index of the text semantic similarity should be considered in its structure. To solve this problem, first a piece of the text is chosen and for modeling, the semantic similarity of the text is regarded as a function of semantic similarity of part of the word. This is done with the indices of word to word similarity and that group of a word features which are considered as a potential good formula for semantic similarity of two input texts [10].

What can be concluded so far is that first of all, we should act to divide the words and their meaning. This demands using stemming algorithms.

2.1. Stemming

Words in each language are divided into two groups of simple and derivational. The words which are derived from other words are called derivational. Simple words are those which have not been derived from any other word. Finding the root of the derivational words is called stemming. Due to developments in natural language processing, stemming has found lots of applications. Generally, there are two main applications for stemming of the words.

Stemming in Machine Translators: It is clear that words accompanied with their derivations give significant variety to the words which practically makes sentence translation difficult. In this method by using stemming, the complexity of the translation is decreased.

Stemming in Information Retrieval Systems: Information retrieval and text process is regarded as one of the growing applications of the recent. Processing and classifying the news, processing scientific texts and alike, are regular today. In information retrieval systems, there is usually a very huge database on which information retrieval and process has to be done. The more precise and developed the semantic networks extracted from these information are, the more convenient will be to access the extracted information. One of the applications of stemming is to provide more developed semantic networks in text process system and information retrieval.

In spite the fact that the problems in two above-mentioned applications are similar, words stemming in them has different demands. In translator systems, we often try to find the roots of the words whose derivation does not make any change in its type of that word (verb, noun, etc.). When the type of the word changes, its equivalent in the target language changes a lot and this practically ends to a translation of low quality. While in text process systems, discovering all relations is very important. Therefore, in machine translations, the emphasis is mostly on the cases where there is no change in the function of the words like verbs conjugation. Of course, this does not mean that stemming has no applicability in cases of translation systems, rather, by considering current means of translation systems which are mostly applicable in the level of words structure and not in the level of concept, stemming has to be directed in the same direction.

One of the algorithms of stemming, whose Persian version has been used in this paper, is Krovetz algorithm [11]. This algorithm applies morphological methods and a dictionary for trying found roots. This algorithm has shown a desirable efficiency in languages in which compound words structure is
rule–governed. Hungarian and Hebrew languages are placed in this category. Krovetz algorithm studies the prefixes and suffixes of the words and has shown an acceptable efficiency in translator machines. In Persian language in which word derivation is systematic, stemming is well capable to become mechanized. As noted before, for languages that have more morphological derivations, the capabilities of Krovetz algorithm are more evident. Persian and Arabic languages are placed in this category. Similar methods have only used linguistic structures. As a result, their results can be improved. Krovetz algorithm and Krovetz2 have been developed for verbs stemming in Persian language [12].

After stemming the words, considering the frequency and abundance of each word, a weight is assigned to it. In this paper TF-IDF method [13] is used to give weight to words.

### 2.2. TF-IDF Weighting

TF-IDF method equals the index of term frequency – inverse document frequency in the method of information retrieval. In this method, weight giving tf-isf is calculated for each sentence, in a way that $tf_{i,j}$ is said to the frequency of $i^{th}$ word in $j^{th}$ sentence and $isf_i$ is the inverse of document frequency of $i^{th}$ word. Where $N$ is the number of all sentences and $n_i$ the number of sentences containing $i^{th}$ word [13] (Equation 1).

$$isf_i = \log \frac{N}{n_i}$$

$$tf_{i,j} = \frac{freq_{i,j}}{\max, freq_{i,j}}$$ (1)

Thus the weight of the words is calculated in the following way (Equation 2):

$$W_{i,j} = tf_{i,j} * isf_i$$ (2)

### 3. Related Works

The current available text similarity systems are for other languages except Persian and there has been no comprehensive language for evaluating Persian language text similarities. Among available systems for other languages, the following tasks have been studied.

In Rada et al. [14] knowledge-based methods have been used to measure semantic similarity of the texts. Since a great part of the information available today include short texts (scientific papers abstracts, notes on the pictures, descriptions of the products), their paper studies the semantic similarity of short texts. It offers methods for measuring semantic similarity of the texts using information and trivial similarity between them, as well as methods for extracting similarity as text to text and semantic similarity in knowledge-based method. Their results indicate that the semantic similarity methods based on simple lexical adaptation has caused 13% error reduction to the existing methods based on vector space.

In Toral et al. [15] the ambiguous and unambiguous relationship between the nouns in Word net and Wikipedia have been evaluated based on text similarity methods. They consider a combination of supervised and unsupervised methods. The gold standard with disambiguated links is publicly available. The results range from 64.7% for the first sense heuristic, 68% for an unsupervised combination, and up to 77.74% for a supervised combination.

In [16] a new method has been presented for measuring the similarity between two short texts by comparing each of them with probable subjects. Their goal is to find discrimination between two short texts and compare them with series of probable subject's extracted using Gibbs sampling method. The conditions of short text discrimination are gained by studying their probabilities under subjects that have been discovered in that field. The similarity between two textual short abstracts is gained based on their normal conditions as well as relationship between their differences. Extensive tests in the ground of questions interpretation and categorizations indicate that the suggested method can perform a more precise computation for evaluating the degree of similarity compared to other methods that use TF-IDF.

### 4. Persian Text Similarity System

The programming language of Persian text similarity system is C#.net and uses Microsoft Access database. The reason why it uses Access database is that the program is easily used in each system with no need to SQL Server. Moreover, since during the performance, the database of the program do not face any changes including inserting, deleting and editing, the speed of performing the operation in SQL database has no benefit for the system, Access database was used.

Generally, a text similarity system is made of segmentation, stemming and scoring sections. Persian text similarity system holds two actors of user and text similarity method and two units of initializing and scoring. The initializing unit includes pre-process and segmentation. The scoring unit includes weight giving and creating the matrix of similarity. Accordingly, the stages of implementing the Persian text similarity system are as follows.

First, a collection of general knowledge on natural languages (NLP) has to be presented in order to facilitate text segmentation to the desired extracted units. In a coherent text a word may usually appear in several different forms. These forms of derivation if in the form of plural or singular are controlled by the text. After the process of stemming, each word is shown with its root. In most cases, the different forms of the word have a similar semantic interpretation and hence can be acted as synonyms for a large number of information management. Thus in the first stage, using database, the synonyms, special and redundant and the algorithm of stemming all words and verbs are root-found and prepositions, plural markers and unimportant words are omitted.

In the second stage, the frequency of the words is gained using TF-IDF, Equation (1). Then the weight of each word in the sentence is calculated by Equation (2). The third stage is making matrix of similarity using Equation 3 in which the similarity of two sentences with each other is calculated.
Where \( m \) refers to the sentences of the first text and \( n \) refers to the sentences of the second text. \( W_{i,m} \) is the weight of \( i \)th word in the first text in \( m \)th sentence of the first text. Similarly, \( W_{i,n} \) is the weight of \( i \)th word in the first text in \( n \)th sentence of the second text. Using Equation (3), the similarity matrix is formed. It is a \( m \times n \) matrix in which \( m \) refers to the number of sentences in the first sentence equal to matrix rows and \( n \) is the number of sentences of the second text or the columns of the matrix. After making the similarity matrix, the weight graph is formed in which the weight of each edge for two joint vectors is the degree of similarity of two sentences to each other.

Furthermore, in order to get familiar with the manner of implementing the Persian text similarity system, its algorithm is defined below:

1. Receiving the first text.
2. Receiving the second text.
3. Segmenting the sentences of the first and second texts.
4. Separating the words of the first and second texts.
5. Stemming of the first and second texts.
6. Calculating the frequency of the words of the first text based on TF-IDF weight giving system.
7. Calculating the frequency of the words of the first text in the second text based on TF-IDF weighting system.
8. Scoring the sentences of the first and second texts.
9. Making similarity matrix according to Equation (3).
10. After making the similarity matrix, each matrix element refers to the degree of similarity of each sentence of the first text with each sentence of the second text. Now, in order to calculate the percentage of similarity of the two texts, primarily, for each sentence of the first text, the average of its similarity with all sentences of the second text is gained that is, the average of each row of similarity matrix is calculated. Then again an average is taken from all the averages in each row so that the percentage of total similarity is gained and announced to the user.

Figure 1 shows the flowchart of Persian text similarity system.

5. The Experimental Results

Figure 2 shows the software environment of the Persian text similarity system. Working with this software is very simple and facile. In order to work with this software, first click on the icon of open and choose the desired text. Do the same for the second text as well. The click “run” button to execute the software and see the result (Figures 2-4).

In order to evaluate the degree of accuracy of the text similarity declared by the software, manpower has been used in this research. Five volunteers studied the degree of textual similarities for 20 sample texts compared mutually. The satisfaction degree of each volunteer of the software outputs was recorded and finally the average of the volunteers’ satisfaction was measured. The findings showed that the average of man’s satisfaction of text similarity announced by the software is 64.31%. This criterion indicates the preciseness of Persian text similarity system.
6. Discussion, Conclusion and Future Work

The methods used in evaluating text similarity can be classified into two general groups. The first group is the statistical methods based on information retrieval (IR) which acts in lexical level and puts the statistical characteristics into consideration such as the frequency of the word due to neglecting the semantic relation between sentences, this method affects the text readability. The other approach existing in this evaluation gets benefit from natural language process and information extraction, thus tries to understand the subject and the relations between different parts of the text. The methods that use this approach, generally use syntactic-semantic analysis like LSA, lexical chain, random indexing and so on in order to discover the relations between entities. These methods use the word features of concurrence, co-reference, lexical similarity and semantic analysis. The results gained from the methods following this approach are usually of a higher quality. Usage of weight giving TF-IDF results gained from the methods following this approach are synonyms were accurately recognized and identical scores were assigned to them. The results gained by implementing this software indicate that by developing the database of this software, it can be used for larger texts as well.

The Persian text similarity system gained the human satisfaction average degree of 64.31% for evaluating the similarity of short texts and abstracts in all fields which indicates the preciseness of the offered system. Comparing the text of web pages including photos and link also needs a program to understand the layers and frames of the web pages so that it can extract the words and their features. The authors plan to upgrade the Persian text similarity system in order to compare long texts and the texts of web pages. Hence, it is planned to put the related information extensively in database.
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